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Evidence for Tense in a "Tenseless" Language l
Felicia Lee

UCLA

O.

Proposal

The Zapotec languages, spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico, have been traditionally
considered "aspect marking" rather !han "tense marking" languages, since their temporal
morphology is claimed to express the internal temporal structure of events, rather !han the
ordering of events in relation to other times. In San Lucas Quiavinf Zapotec (SLQZ),
matrix clause verbs with the Progressive marker, for instance, can be used to express a
present, past, or future act in progress:
(1)

Ca-bee:ez-a' li:u'w
pro~-wait-Is you
"I amlwas/will be waiting for you"

Similarly, both past and future perfect constructions can be formed with simply a Perfective
marker on the verb:
(2)

b-da'uhw Gyeeihlly
Yzh:ii
chili y-zehnny-a' al
tomorrow when irr-arrive-ls already perf-eat Mike
"When I arrive tomorrow, Mike will have already eaten"

Thus, SLQZ (like other Zapotec languages) appears to have no overt morphology for
tense. For this reason, it has been assumed that tense plays neither an important syntactic
nor semantic role in Zapotec grammar (Black 1994, among others).
In this paper, I will propose, counter to traditional assumptions, that syntactic tense is
present in SLQZ. Evidence for syntactic tense (realized as a functional projection TP)
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comes from the fact that certain "aspect" markers show differences in possible temporal
interpretation in different syntactic configurations. I will show that these dependencies
between syntactic structure and temporal interpretation are unexplainable under the
assumption that only aspect is realized in the syntax of SLQZ, but can be accounted for in a
systematic way if syntactic tense is assumed to be present
The SLQZ data support Stowell's (1995, 1996) model of Tense as a syntactic
predicate, and his proposal that certain morphological tense markers (such as English past
tense markers) are not acrual heads of tense projections themselves, but are rather polarity
or anti-polarity items sensitive to the presence of past or present-tense predicates. I will
show that some SLQZ "aspect" markers are likewise temporal polarity items that need to
be within (or outside) the syntactic scope of past or present tense.

2.

Diagnostics for Tense

Before addressing the SLQZ data, I will briefly outline the diagnostics for tense I
will assume in this paper. Languages with overt tense marking (such as English) show
characteristic relations between times expressed in matrix and embedded clauses. Here, I
will describe two of these.
One common feature of tense-marking languages is the "sequence of tense" (SOT)
effect in past-under-past constructions. SOT effects result when events denoted in
embedded past-tense clauses are interpreted as simultaneous with matrix clause past tense
events. For instance, while a simple past-tense sentence such as (3) gets a reading in which
the event time (ET) precedes the utterance time (UT), the same sentence embedded under
another past-tense clause may receive one of two readings: it may either get a "past-shifted"
reading in which the complement clause event precedes the matrix clause past event (4) or
the SOT or "simultaneous" reading, in which the complement and matrix clause events
overlap in time (5):
(3)

Felipe was sick. (event time (ET) before utterance time (UT)

(4)

Mike said Felipe was sick
(embedded ET before UT and before matrix clause past ET:
"past-shifted" reading)

(5)

Mike said Felipe was sick
(embedded ET simultaneous with matrix clause past ET: SOT reading)

It must be noted, however, that SOT effects do not occur in all tense-marking
languages. Hebrew and Russian, for instance, only permit past-shifted readings of pasttense complements of past matrix verbs. In Section 8, I will show that the syntactic
position of the tense morpheme distinguishes SOT languages such as English and non-SOT
languages such as Russian and Hebrew.
Another feature of tense-marking languages is the presence of "double-access"
readings of present-under-past constructions. In English, for instance, events denoted by
present-tense complements of past-tense verbs are interpreted as "present" both in relation
to the UT and to the matrix clause past ET. In a simple present-tense sentence such as (6),
for instance, present tense orders the event time (the time of being sick) as simultaneous
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with the UT. When this sentence appears as the complement of a past-tense verb (7),
Felipe's sickness is construed as simultaneous with both the UT and the past time of
Mike's saying he was sick:
(6)

Felipe is sick. (ET simultaneous with UT)

(7)

Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick.
(embedded ET simultaneous with both UT and matrix past ET)

I will show that these effects are likewise triggered by the presence of certain
"aspectual" markers in SLQZ.

3.

"Aspect" Marking in SLQZ

I begin my discussion of SLQZ with a brief description of its verbal morphology.
SLQZ expresses temporal relations by prefIXing one of seven aspectual markers to the verb
stem; only one aspect marker may appear per verb. Six of the seven so-called aspect
markers are shown in boldface on the verb stem -ta:a'z, "to beat", in Table 1. Most of these
forms have a number of allomorphs used with different verb classes:
Table 1. Aspectual Prefixes
Aspect
habitual
progressive
perfective
irrealis
subjunctive
definite

ta:a'z. "beat"
rta:a'z
cata:a'z
bta:a'z
yta:a'z
nta:a'z
sta:a'z

gloss
"beats (regularly)"
"is/was/will be beating"
"has beaten"
"will beat"
"was going to beat"
"will definitely beat"

The seventh aspect (the Neutral aspect, realized as the prefix n- or as a zero prefix) appears
on a small number of verbs (most, but not all, of which are stative or loeational):
(8)

N-a:a-ng
banguall
neut-be-3s.prox old
"He/she is old"

While two of these markers (the Progressive and Neutral) are bona fide aspect markers that
may be used to express any tense, I will show that others (specifically, the Perfective and
Habitual markers) show the same constraints on possible interpretation associated with past
and present tense markers in overtly tense-marking languages.
4.

Perfective Aspect and Past Tense

SLQZ verbs with Perfective aspect marking, like the English past tense, may
receive either past-shifted or simultaneous (SOT) readings when embedded under other
past-interpreted verbs. I will show in subsequent sections that this behavior can be
attributed to the presence of syntactic tense in SLQZ, and is not merely a reflection of
pragmatic factors.
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The Perfective marker is most commonly used in past, resultative contexts:
(9)

B-guhty-a' bzihny
perf-kiil-is mouse
"I k:illed a mouse"

It may also be used to express future perfectives (repeated from above):
(10)

Yz;h:ii
chih y-zehnny-a' al b-da'uhw Gyeeihlly
tomorrow when irr-arrive-Is already perf-eat Mike
"When I arrive tomorrow, Mike will have already eaten"

Such contexts suggest that the Perfective marker in SLQZ likewise encodes the canonical
features of Perfective aspect: it denotes completed events.

The tense features of the Perfective marker reveal themselves in embedded clause
contexts. SLQZ Perfective-marked verbs in complements of matrix verbs with past-tense
interpretations may receive either simultaneous or past-shifted readings: that is, the
embedded clause past event may be construed as either happening simultaneously with the
matrix clause event (the simultaneous reading) or before it (the past-shifted readingi
(11)

Na:a'y
!1l-nnaa Gyeeihlly a
Lieeb b-i:i'lly
TOP Felipe perf-sing
yesterday neut-say Mike
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe sang"
[Felipe was singing at time of sayinglFelipe was singing
before time of saying]

This parallels the well-documented behavior of past-under-past constructions in languages
with overt tense marking, such as English:
(12)

Mike said Felipe was sick.
[simultaneous or past-shifted readings possible]

In both English and SLQZ, Felipe's sickness can be construed as being either in the past
with regard to the matrix past event time, or sim ultaneous with the matrix clause past ET.

5.

Habitual "Aspect" and Present Tense in SLQZ

Just as the Perfective marker is an indicator of the presence of Past tense, the
Habitual marker r- indicates the presence of Present tense. The Habitual marker, as its
name implies, is typically used to denote ongoing or regularly repeated states or events:
(13)

Tu r-yu'la:a:a'z; Lieeb?
who hab-like Felipe
"Who does Felipe like?"

2 nnaa "say" is one of a small number of nOD41ocationaVstative predicates in SLQl that takes the Neulral aspect
marker. The Neucral marur may be interpreted with a present or past-tense reading. To ensure a Donambiguous
past temporal interpretation of "say", most of these sentences also include temporal adverbs such as "yesterday".
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R-auhw bu:unny gueht
hab-eat people tortilla
"People eat tortillas"

Habitual-marked verbs in complements of verbs with past readings behave like
English present-tense verbs: they allow only double-access readings (that is, readings in
which the embedded verb is interpreted as "present-tense" both in relation to the UT and to
the past ET denoted by the matrix clause).
(15)

Na:a'y f<l-nnaa Gyeeihlly r-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb
yesterday neut-say Mike hab-sick Felipe
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick"
[F. was sick then, is sick now]

* Felipe was sick yesterday but not now
* Felipe wasn't sick yesterday but is now
If the Habitual marker encoded only Habitual aspect, the obligatoriness of the doubleaccess reading would be unexpected: nothing would rule out the illicit possibility of (15)
meaning that Felipe was sick yesterday (at the time Mike said so) but is no longer sick
now. Likewise, nothing would rule out the other illicit reading that Felipe is sick now (at
UT), but wasn't sick at the time Mike said he was (yesterday).
To sum up the data so far, Perfective verbs in complements of past-interpreted
matrix clauses show sequence-of-tense effects and allow simultaneous past readings, like
past-tense complements of past clauses in English. Habitual verbs in complements of pastinterpreted matrix clauses require double-access readings, as do present-tense complements
of past clauses in English. The parallels in interpretation between these "aspect" markers
and tense markers in other languages suggests that they encode tense, as well as aspectua!
data In the remainder of this paper, I will show that the range of possible tense
interpretations of Habitual and Perfective-marked verbs is directly correlated to syntactic
structure, and provides further evidence that tense is realized in the syntax of SLQZ.

6.

Preposed Complements: Evidence for the Scopal Nature of Tense

It is common for complement clauses of certain verbs to be preposed in SLQZ.
Preposed complements, however, often have different possible temporal interpretations
than their non-preposed counterparts. The behavior of preposed clauses provides both
further evidence for the presence of syntactic tense in SLQZ, and evidence supporting
recent models of tense as a scope-sensitive element (Stowell 1995, 1996, Abusch 1991).
SLQZ word order is normally VSO; focused constituents and wh-words appear
immediately preverbally:
(16)

Tu r-yu'la:a:a'z Lieeb?
who hah-like Felipe
"Who does Felipe like?lWho likes Felipe?"
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Gyeeihlly r-yu'la:a:a'z Lieeb
Mike
hab-like Felipe
"MIKE likes FelipeJFelipe likes MIKE"

Preposed clausal complements may not co-occur with preverbal arguments or wh-words.
(18)

Guhc fIl-nnaa GyeeihUy r-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb?
when neut-say Mike hab-sick Felipe
"When did Mike say Felipe was sick?"

(19)

*Guhc r-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb fIl-nnaa GyeeihUy?
when hab-sick Felipe neut-say Mike
"When did Mike say Felipe was sick?"

Preposed complements thus share the same distributional constraints as focused
constituents. This suggests that they occupy the specifier of FocP.
Complements of "say" are among those frequently preposed in SLQZ. Nonpreposed complements may not be interpreted as direct quotations, while preposed
complements may be interpreted as direct or indirect quotations:
(20)

0-nnaa Gyeeihly r-ahcx:u:u'w-a'
neut-say Mike hab-sick-Is
"Mikei said that Ij am sick" I *"Mikei said, 'Ii am sick' "

(21)

R-ahcx:u:u'w-a' fIl-nnaa Gyeeihlly
hab-sick-ls neut-say Mike
"Mikei said that Ij am sick" I "Mikei said, 'Ii am sick' "

In these examples, the pronoun "I" in the complement clause can only be coreferential with
the matrix subject "Mike" when the complement clause is preposed and interpreted as a
direct quotation.

7.

Preposed Perfective and Habitual Complements

As seen in (22), repeated from above, Perfective complements of past-interpreted
clauses may receive either simultaneous or past-shifted readings:
(22)

Na:a'y
fIl-nnaa GyeeihUy a
Lieeb b-i:i11y
TOP Felipe perf-sing
yesterday neut-say Mike
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe sang"
[Felipe was singing at time of sayinglFelipe was singing
before time of saying]

When such complements are preposed from matrix clauses, however, the possibility of a
simultaneous reading disappears, and complements may only receive past-shifted readings:
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A Lieeb b-i:i'lly f/l-nnaa GyeeihUy na:a'y
TOP Felipe perf-sing neut-say Mike yesterday
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe sang"
[F. sang before Mike said he didl*Felipe sang at the same time Mike said he did]

This constraint seems to hold whether or riot the preposed clause is interpreted as a direct
quotation. Thus, the temporal interpretation of the complement clause is directly affected by
the relative syntactic positions of the matrix and complement clauses.
On the other hand, no such change in possible interpretation results when Habitual
complements of past matrix clauses are preposed: both preposed and non-pre posed
Habitual complements receive double-access readings:
(24)

Na:a'y f/l-nnaa Gyeeihlly r-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb
yesterday neut-say Mike hab-sick Felipe
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick"
[F. was sick yesterday, is sick now]

(25)

R-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb f/l-lUlaa GyeeihUy na:a'y
hab-sick Felipe neut-say Mike yesterday
Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick"
[F. was sick then, is sick now]

I will argue that the same mechanisms that distinguish past-shifted and
simultaneous interpretations of past-under-past constructions in English also account for
the difference between preposed and non-preposed Perfective complements in SLQZ.
Similarly, I will argue that the same mechanisms that force double-access readings of
present-under-past constructions in English account for the lack of difference in the
possible readings of preposed and non-preposed Habitual complements of past matrix
clauses. In the next section, I will summarize Stowell's (1995) model of tense and how it
acccounts for the two possible interpretations of English past-under-past constructions. I
will then show how this model accounts for the different possible interpretations of
preposed and non-preposed Perfective complements of past verbs, as well as the lack of
contrast between preposed and non-proposed Habitual complements of past verbs, in
SLQZ.

8. Tense as a Predicate and Past Markers as Polarity Items
The possibility of simultaneous readings of embedded Past verbs has long been
problematic for theories of tense. Under the common assumption that tense is an operator
that establishes ordering relationships between times, two separate instantiations of past
tense (such as the matrix and embedded clause past tenses in past-under-past constructions)
should necessarily result in two separate ordering relations. In short, the past-shifted
reading is predicted to be available under most theories of tense, but the SOT
(simultaneous) reading is usually explained away as a morphological, rather than syntactic
or semantic, phenomenon: Comrie (1985), for instance, argues that the embedded tense in
past-under-past constructions with simultaneous readings is actually present tense, and a
late morphological rule causes the embedded present-tense verb to surface with past-tense
morphological marking.
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A model of tense that accounts for the the past-shifted and SOT readings of pastunder-past constructions in a consistent manner is proposed by Stowell (1995, 1996). In
Stowell's model, tense is a predicate heading a functional projection TP. It establishes an
ordering relation between its two temporal arguments, an utterance time (UT) or other
relevant reference time (Rn, and an event time (EI). These arguments, in turn, are realized
in the syntax as functional projections (pRO-ZPs, or "zeit-phrases"). These arguments
resemble PRO semantically in that their identity is "controlled" by syntactically higher
related constituents. Thus, Past tense is a predicate that orders UT after ET.
Past-tense markers in languages that allow siruultaneous past-under-past ("sequence
of tense") readings (such as English) are not heads of TP themselves, but are Past Polarity
Items (PPIs) that need to be under the syntactic scope of a Past tense head. The licensing
past-tense head, however, need not be in the same clause; a past-tense marker in a
complement clause may be licensed by a c-commanding matrix clause past-tense predicate.
The two possible interpretations of past-under-past constructions in languages such as
English-that is, the past-shifted and siruultaneous readings of the complement
clause-result directly from the position of the licenser of the complement clause PPI.
When matrix and complement clause past tense markers are licensed by two different past
tense heads, the past-shifted reading results; when both are licensed by the same past-tense
head, a siruultaneous reading results. Thus, both the past-shifted and siruultaneous
readings of past-under-past complements can be derived without stipulation.

This can be demonstrated with a siruple English past-under-past construction such
as (26), repeated from above:
(26)

Mike said Felipe was sick.
[siruultaneous or past-shifted readings possible]

The past-shifted reading results when the matrix and embedded clause PPls are licensed by
separate heads: the Tense heads of their respective clauses. Since the embedded TP is under
the scope of matrix past tense, the external argument of the embedded TP (realized in the
syntax as a PRO-ZP in the specifier of the lower lP) is controlled by (and thus
coreferential with) the matrix clause past event time:
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(27)

CP
~
TP

~

ZPut

T'

~
T
ZPetl
PAST

~

VP

~
say ... CP
~
lP
~
ZPetl T'
~
T
ZPet2
PAST ~

VP

~
be sick ...
When the matrix and complement clause events are interpreted as occurring simultaneously,
both the matrix and complement clause PPIs (the past-tense markers on the verbs) are
licensed by the same head: the Tense head in the matrix clause, which c-commands both
the matrix clause and embedded clause Past markers. (The Tense head in the embedded
clause is presumably inactive or contains a present, rather than past, predicate in these
cases.) Thus, both the matrix and em bedded clause events are interpreted as past with
regard to the same time, UT:
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(28)
CP

~

TP

/'---..

ZPut T

~

T
PAST

ZPetl

~

VP

~

say ... CP

~
TP
~
T'
~

T VP
0~
... be sick

Since tense interpretation is construed as a result of syntactic licensing in this
model, differences in possible tense readings in different structures crosslinguistically can
also be credited to differences in syntactic structure. In languages with SOT effects such as
English, in which morphological tense markers are polarity items licensed by tense, tense
markers (and by extension, the verbs they affix to) surface in the ZP complement of TP,
rather than the head of TP themselves.
Independent syntactic evidence that English verbs surface in ZP, rather than TP, is
presented by Kural (1998). He notes that the distribution of verbs and objects in English
present seemingly contradictory data: on one hand, the fact that English verbs appear after
negation and adverbs suggests that verbs surface below TP, as proposed by Pollock 1989:
(29)

Mary often kisses Johnl*kisses often John

(30)

Mary didn't kiss Johnl*kisses not John

It has standardly been assumed that in examples such as these, the verb remains
inside VP. Kural notes, however, that data from causative constructions suggest that verbs
surface above AgrOP, where accusative case is licensed on objects:
(31)

Mary often made him arrive late.

Kural follows Burzio (1986) in assuming that unaccusative verbs such as arrive take a
single internal argument, base-generated as a complement, but do not assign accusative
case. Thus, AgrOP in the complement clause is unavailable, and the accusative case that
appears on him in (31) must be licensed by AgrOP the matrix clause.

If this is the case, however, then it is necessary to assume that the matrix verb made
must have raised out of VP: AgrOP is above VP, so made must have raised in order to
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appear to the left of him. However, the fact that made still appears after adverbs suggests
that while it has raised, it has not raised as far as T. Kural thus proposes that lexical verbs
in English raise to the head of the ZP complement of T: this accounts for their seemingly
contradictory disttibution (they must raise out of VP, but stay below T). Kural's accoWlt is
consistent with both the word order constraints on English verbs, and the syntactic and
semantic licensing requirements of tense markers.
In languages in which SOT readings of past-under-past constructions are not
possible (such as Hebrew and Russian), past-tense markers are not polarity items, but
actual heads of the tense projection themselves. In these languages, then, all instantiations
of past tense represent separate instatiations of TP, and thus separate ordering functions.

9.

Preposed Habitual Complements of Past Clauses

In Section 5, I argued that Habitual aspect in SLQZ reflects the presence of Present
tense because it behaves like English Present tense does Wlder PasL Both result in doubleaccess readings:

(32)

Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick
[F. was sick yesterday, is sick now]

(33)

Na:a'y ~-nnaa Gyeeihlly r-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb
yesterday neut-say Mike hah-sick Felipe
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick"
[F. was sick yesterday, is sick now]

As previously noted, the double-access reading results in SLQZ whether or not the
complement clause is preposed:
(34)

R-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb ~-nnaa Gyeeihlly na:a'y
hab-sick Felipe neut-say Mike yesterday
Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick"
[F. was sick then, is sick now]

This can be acCOWlted for by Stowell's analysis of Present tense markers as Past
Anti-Polarity Items (PAIs) that may not remain in the scope of Past tense.

The double-access readings of English present-under-past constructions are derived
as follows: in Mike said Felipe is sick (whose tense structure is outlined in (35)), the
external ZP argument of the embedded clause is controlled by the matrix clause past ET. In
this position, the Present complement clause is interpreted as simultaneous with the mattix
clause past event time:
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(35)
CP

~

TP

~
ZPut
T'
~
T
ZPetl
PAST ~
say... CP

~

~
T'
~

ZPetl

T
ZPet2
PRES ~
be sick. ..
Since the Present Tense marker in the complement clause is a PAl, it must obligatorily raise
out of the scope of matrix Past tense by LF. 'This raising allows the embedded clause
Present tense to take UT as its external argument as well, and thus be interpreted as
simultaneous with UT at LF:
(36)
CP

C~

~

TP

~

ZPetl/ut T

~
T'
~

ZPut

T
ZPetl
PAST ~
ZPe t2
said... ...

~

T

PRES~

be sick...

T
However, here both the raised and base-generated copies of the complement clause
are interpreted. Thus, LF movement of present-tense complements of past verbs in English
forces the event in the present complement to be interpreted as simultaneous with both the
UT (the interpretation of the raised copy) and the matrix clause past ET (the interpretation
of the base-generated copy). Double-access readings, then, are simultaneous interpretations
of base-generated and LF-raised complement clauses.
The obligatory double-access readings of both preposed and non-preposed Habitual
complements of past matrix clauses in SLQZ can be accounted for in the same way. I
propose that the double-access readings of Habitual-under-past constructions in SLQZ
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result from the fact that the SLQZ Habitual marker, like the English present tense marker,
is a Past Anti-Polarity Item (PAl): it must not be governed by past tense.
TIle double-access readings of non-preposed Habitual complements of past verbs
are derived exactly as they are in English. Because the Habitual marker is a PAl, nonpreposed Habitual complements must raise out of the scope of matrix past tense at LF.
Since both the LF and PF copies of the complement are interpreted, the Habitual clause is
interpreted as present with regard to both the matrix past ET (in its base position) as well as
with the UT (in its raised position), and the double-access reading results.

Na:a'y I/l-nnaa Gyeeihlly r-ahcx:u:u'w Lieeb
yesterday neut-say Mike hab-sick Felipe
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe is sick"
[F. was sick then, is sick now1

(37)

;t
;t

Felipe was sick yesterday but not now
Felipe wasn't sick yesterday but is now

The double-access readings of overtly preposed Habitual clauses likewise result
from the simultaneous interpretation of both the fronted and non-fronted copies of the
clause:
(38)

------CP

CP
~
TP
~
ZPut/etl T

TP
~

ZPut

~
T
ZPetl

~

T

T'

ZPet2

PAST~

say...

PRES~

sick. ..

T
In the next section, I will show that the obligatory past-shifted readings of preposed
Perfective complements of past verbs in SLQZ likewise results from a type of doubleaccess reading in which both the fronted and base-generated copies of the complement
clause are interpreted simultaneously.
10.

Past Tense and Preposed Complements in SLQZ

Now I return to the preposed past-under-past complements in SLQZ. I will show
that Stowell's model of tense accounts for the constraints on the possible readings of
SLQZ Perfective complements of past matrix clauses: the different possible readings of
preposed and non-preposed Perfective complements of past verbs result from the fact that
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the SLQZ Perfective marker, besides encoding aspectual features, is also a Past Polarity
Item (ppn that needs to be under the syntactic scope of Past tense.
The PPI status of the Perfective marker accounts for the fact that the simultaneous
construal of Perfective complements of Past-interpreted matrix clauses is only possible
when the Perfective verb is under scope of the matrix past verb, as it is in (39).
(39)

Na:a'y
~-nnaa Gyeeiblly a
Lieeb b-i:i'lly
yesterday neut-say Mike
TOP Felipe perf-sing
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe sang"
[Felipe was singing at time of sayinglFelipe was singing
before time of saying]

The tense structure of the simultaneous reading is shown in (40).The optional past-shifted
reading of (39) results when Past tense appears in both the matrix and embedded clauses
(41):
(41)

(40)
CP

CP

~

~T'
ZPut
~
T
ZPetl
PAST ~

~

/"-

ZPut

T'

/"-

T
ZPetl
PAST / " -

VP

VP

~
say ... CP

/"-

say... CP

/"TP
/"-

/"-

TP

T'
~

T

VP

o /"... sing

/"-

ZPetl T'

T~

PAST~

VP
,/":..,
.. sing

On the other hand, in (42) the preposed complement of "say" is not c-commanded by
matrix clause Past Tense because it has raised to a position above the matrix Past head:
(42)

A Lieeb b-i:i'lly ¢-nnaa Gyeeiblly na:a'y
TOP Felipe perf-sing neut-say Mike yesterday
"Yesterday, Mike said Felipe sang"
[F. sang before Mike said he didl*Felipe sang at the same time Mike said he did]
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Thus. the complement clause must contain Past tense itself. and the times of the matrix
event (saying) and embedded clause event (singing) have to be different The structure of
(42) is shown in (43):
(43)
CP

-------------

CP

~

/"--..
ZP

TP

Z~

/"--..

T
T
ZPet1
/"--..
PAST /"--..
T
ZPet2
say ..... .
PAST /'---...
sing ...

This raises the question of why preposed Perfective complements of pastinterpreted clauses must have past-shifted readings: that is. why can't the two
instantiations of past tense result in the two past events being interpreted in the past, but not
in a fixed order to one another? In other words, in (42) "Yesterday, Mike said Felipe
sang", what prevents the singing from taking place sometime before the utterance time, but
after the time of saying?
This constraint results from the fact that both copies of the fronted complement
clause are interpreted at LF, analogous to Stowell's account for the double-access readings
of present-under-past constructions (described in the previous section). Thus, the fronted
complement clause must have a tense configuration that allows the Perfective marker to be
under the scope of Past tense in both its embedded and fronted positions.
In order for a Perfective complement to appear outside the scope of matrix clause
Past tense, it must contain a past tense head itself in order to license the presence of the
Perfective marker (as seen above in (43». In its base-generated position under "say", the
external ZP argument of the complement clause TP is controlled by the ET of the past
matrix clause event, as in the English past-shifted case. Thus, in its base-generated
position, the embedded Perfective clause receives a past-shifted reading, and has the
structure in (41).
When the complement clause fronts to the matrix clause Focus position, the external
ZP argument of the focus-fronted clause TP has no external controller, and is thus
interpreted as UT. Thus, in its fronted position, the complement clause event is interpreted
as past with regard to UT. However, since both copies of the fronted clause are interpreted,
and the clause thus receives a "double access" reading: it is simultaneously interpreted as a
past event with regard to the matrix clause UT and with regard to the matrix clause past ET:
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(44)

CP
TP
-------------~

CP
~
ZPutletl T

T
ZPetl
PAST ~
ZPet2
say ... ...

~

T
PAST

~

sing...

J
In short, past-shifted readings of preposed complement clauses are actually double-access
readings. Since past-shifted events are necessarily ordered in the past with regard to a
present UT, the past-shifted reading results.

In this section, then, I have shown that the SLQZ Perfective marker is a Past
Polarity Item that also encodes Perfective aspecl 1be PPI status of the Perfective marker
allows the two possible readings of Perfective-onder-past constructions in SLQZ, along
with the lack of simultaneous readings of fronted Perfective complements, to be accounted
for in a unified manner: Perfective clauses under the scope of matrix past tense may receive
simultaneous readings by being licensed by matrix past tense, and Perfective clauses raised
out of matrix past clauses must be licensed by their own clause-internal past tense, and thus
may not receive simultaneous readings. Furthermore, past-shifted readings are doubleaccess readings that result from simultaneous interpretation of both copies of preposed
Perfective clauses.
The combined tense and aspect features of the Perfective marker can also account
for its apparently purely aspectual uses, such as future perfective constructions:
(45)

Yzh:ii
chih y-zehnny-a' al b-da'uhw Gyeeihlly
tomorrow when irr-amve-ls already perf-eat Mike
"When I amve tomorrow, Mike will have already eaten"

This reading can be accounted for in the following way: the Perfective marker is licensed
by Past in its own clause, since there is no appropriate licenser (that is, no Past tense) in the
"when"-clause. The external argument of TP in the Perfective clause, however, is
controlled by future tense in the "when" clause:
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(46)
TP

~

ZPut

T

~

T
ZPetl
(before) ~
FUT
arrive .....

TP
~
ZPetl T'
~

T
ZPet2
(after) ~
PAST perf-eat ..

This results in the correct reading: the event of eating is interpreted as completed (because
of Perfective aspect) and ordered in the past with regard to the future event time of arriving.
This is one case in which SLQZ patterns differently from English: in English, "when"clauses and their consequents must be both past or both non-past
(47)

(48)
(49)

When I arrived, Felipe left
Whenever I arrive, Felipe leaves
*When I arrive, Felipe left

I leave aside for future investigation the reasons for this difference between SLQZ and
English.

11.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have shown evidence that syntactic tense is present in SLQZ, and
certain morphological markers considered to be expressions of aspect across the Zapotec
languages are actually syntactic reflexes of tense. The sensitivity of tense interpretation to
syntactic structure in SLQZ further supports the argwnent that tense is expressed in the
syntax of SLQZ, and is not a purely pragmatic effect The SLQZ data also support the view
that tense markers in languages with SOT effects are polarity items licensed by or blocked
by c-commanding Tense heads.
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